Editorial

PROGRESS OF ESP THEORY

From the onset of ESP teaching approach to English as a foreign language, it has been established as thoroughly pragmatic. Its theoretical foundations were laid by Hutchinson and Waters in 1987, in now canonical book, *English for Specific Purposes*. In it, they abstracted the distinguishing meaning of ESP as related to teaching general English, and its essential principles of needs analysis, syllabus and material design, testing. In 1998, in another seminal book, *Developments in English for Specific Purposes: A Multi-Disciplinary Approach*, Tony Dudley-Evans and Maggie Jo St John, observed that it is “significant that so much of the writing has concentrated on the procedures of ESP and on relating course design to learners’ specific needs rather than on theoretical matters.” To this day, there has not appeared a publication that would be perceived as all encompassing regarding the theory of ESP, as those two.

Theoretical underpinnings have certainly been developing, changing in some instances. The research based on the observed classroom practice and the incentives for upgrading teaching process and its results, is evident in the ever rising number of various publications and their influence, most tangibly evident in the number of references, illustrative of their application in the teaching practice. The present issue is a carefully designed collection of scholarly articles that add to the novel, revised, ESP theoretical pool, focusing on the teacher’s perspective and role, i.e. the educational science approach.
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